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Abstract 

Even though there is a regressive usage of cloud computing in recent times, there are still some 

concerns which have been unanswered. Because of these intrinsic issues of cloud computing that 

are unreliable latency, lack of mobility support and location-awareness. Fog computing, also 

termed edge computing, can address those problems by providing elastic resources and services 

to end users at the edge of network, while cloud computing is more about providing resources 

distributed in the core network. This survey discusses the definition of fog computing and similar 

concepts, introduces representative application scenarios, and identifies various aspects of issues 

we may encounter when de-signing and implementing fog computing systems. It also highlights 

some opportunities and challenges, as direction of potential future work, in related techniques 

that need to be considered in the context of fog computing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is driving a computerized change in all parts of our lives and 

organizations. The developing number of associated gadgets is making information at an 

exponential rate. Current "cloud-just" IoT models prompt foundation and network confinements 

and moderate reception and decrease the esteem that can be acknowledged through this 

transformational innovation. Rather, specifically moving calculation, correspondence, control, 

and basic leadership to the system edge where information is being produced is a rising territory 

of software engineering and electrical building. This is called haze (or edge) figuring. 



 

 

Fog registering is an administration began by systems administration goliath, CISCO. It would 

be extremely hard to characterize haze registering without first characterizing distributed 

computing, since fog figuring is essentially an expansion of the cloud. Distributed computing is 

the way toward running ICT errands and benefits and putting away PC assets over the 

Internet[1]. This makes it feasible for individuals and organizations to make utilization of 

outsider equipment and programming facilitated on the web. Distributed computing makes it 

very simple to get to data and PC assets from anyplace so far as web association is accessible. 

With the overall accessibility of shared/pooled processing assets, distributed computing offers 

focal points over conventional on location facilitated benefits as far as speed, cost, and 

effectiveness.  

In spite of the fact that distributed computing works fine and dandy directly, it depends intensely 

on the data transmission made accessible, which relies upon the limit of the system specialist co-

op. With billions of clients preparing, sending and accepting information all through cloud, the 

framework turns out to be progressively cogged up[2].  

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLOUD COMPUTING AND FOG COMPUTING 

Parameter Cloud Computing Fog Computing 

Service 

Provided  

General data/application and other 

ICT services hosting. 
Localized data/communication 

exchange services. 

Service 

Provider  

Large Internet, network service 

companies 

Local businesses (shopping mall, 

logistics companies, transport coy, large 

vendors, etc.) 

Hardware 

Expensive, robust and hi-tech 

backbone system with scalable 

storage and vast compute power 

Wireless multi-point interface 

End Users General ICT services users Mobile users 

Distance to 

Users 

Hosted in remote locations and can 

only be reached via IP networks 

Close to the users and can be reached 

via wireless (Wi-Fi) connection 

 

FOG COMPUTING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

Fog registering extends distributed computing by filling in as a halfway between cell phones and 

the cloud. These offers ascend to three layer designs as demonstrated as follows:  



 

 

The center fog layer comprises of servers that are introduced at the edge of IP systems. It is 

upheld by constrained information stockpiling, PC and remote specialized devices. The essential 

part of fog servers is to interface the cloud specifically to versatile clients.  

Haze servers can specifically interface with cell phones utilizing remote means, for example, 

Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. They are autonomously ready to give prepared on-request administration to 

IoT gadgets without falling back on an IP arrange, as they have their own information handling 

capacities with pre-stored substance. ISO/IEC 20248 has made accessible a recognizable proof 

framework for IoT-fit gadgets to be distinguished utilizing computerized ID information bearers 

(AIDCs), RFID labels or standardized tags that can be perused and checked to empower 

association with the haze.  

 

 

Fig 1: fog computing architecture 

 

POTENTIAL FOR NEW APPLICATION SERVICES  

Haze figuring can possibly bolster another arrangement of inventive applications and 

administrations:  

• Smart Switching Systems: Devices that require consistent changing to elective specialist 

organizations in the event that their fundamental specialist co-op winds up inaccessible can 

consequently change to elective administration if the sensor inserted in the gadget wants to do as 

such. For instance, if a system door is getting to be congested, the gadget will consequently 

change to another system [3].  

• Smart Cities: The utilization of automatic mechanical frameworks to keep a zone 

efficient would offer ascent to brilliant urban communities. For instance, activity light sensors 

that spot burglaries on a specific street can delay/redirect movement to less congested streets so 

as to free up the congested street.  



 

 

• Smart Home Appliances: Sensors installed in self-keeping up home machines can 

empower them to screen their segments and condition. In the event that they distinguish 

peculiarities, they send a programmed alarm to the proprietor with a point by point report of the 

issue.  

With completely sent haze registering frameworks, business specialist co-ops crosswise over 

enterprises can create, run, and deal with their advantages specifically through organized 

gadgets. This incorporates IP camcorders, switches, and solidified switches.  

Fog figuring makes it considerably less demanding to deal with the vast measure of information 

that will be created in a completely associated world. It will bring about the presentation of better 

items and administrations, for example, automatic, self-sorting out, and self-diagnosing items. 

For the time being, a few sections of the world are now utilizing dependable 4G advancements, 

while whatever is left of the world is bit by bit getting up to speed. We now have cell phones that 

can equal numerous PCs regarding handling power.  

It is along these lines basic for us to move from depending on conventional system specialist co-

ops having immense information stream forward and backward finished systems to focal server 

farms, with a specific end goal to abstain from approaching data transfer capacity and idleness 

bottlenecks. It bodes well to fabricate a middle of the road layer on the edge of the system to help 

spine arrange foundation. Fog registering does not intend to supplant, but rather to help decrease 

preparing and data transmission weight of cloud frameworks.  

FOCAL POINTS OF FOG COMPUTING  

Bound together Expanded Coverage: IoT gadgets are normally conveyed over extensive zones, 

including versatile situations, for example, vehicles, railroads, and utility substations. Fog hubs 

can be easily introduced on every one of these gadgets without the requirement for broad design. 

Thus, a vast brought together fog stage is created to cover a wide region. Any gadget can 

associate with the haze inasmuch as it is inside the scope of the haze hub [4].  

EFFECTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT: Fog registering frameworks can be customized to 

control, lessen, and arrange information created by IoT gadgets. Required information is 

gathered, broken down, and reserved at the system edge, while less delicate information is sent to 

the cloud for reinforcement or further investigation.  

EXCESS AND FAILOVER: Fog servers, switches, and switches are worked with hello 

knowledge innovation. This empowers arrange wide knowledge and flexibility to empower its 

scale and oversee a huge number of new endpoints and applications. Fog figuring builds 

dependability and accessibility of administration for IoT gadgets and information.  

ENHANCED SECURITY AND PRIVACY: Cisco security frameworks are reached out 

starting from the cloud to the haze. Biometric confirmation checks, for example, unique finger 



 

 

impression, confront, keystroke, touch-based or other verification strategies in portable and 

distributed computing are likewise material to haze processing. Security insurance cryptology, 

for example, differential protection can be actualized between the fog and cloud to guarantee 

non-exposure of individual records. Henceforth associations can receive rewards of the fog 

without giving up client security and protection.  

LOWER OPERATING EXPENSES: Fog information administrations save arrange transfer 

speed, as less of the information is broken down and put away. Additionally, because of the 

programmed keeping up and self-investigating abilities of IoT gadgets, associations' working 

costs are definitely diminished.  

New Opportunities and Innovation: Fog administrations will build business openings by bringing 

forth advancement of new administrations. Entrepreneurs can precisely screen their advantages 

conveyed in the field, nearly think about client conduct, present new patterns, and at last create 

more income as nature of administration is moved forward. 

CONCLUSION  

Fog processing takes care of this issue by shaping a scaffold between IoT gadgets and the cloud. 

Fog processing was produced to fulfill the anticipated administration requests of portable clients. 

Fog servers are created with three-dimensional equipment assets (correspondence, register, and 

capacity) required to release their obligations effectively. Haze figuring additionally carries with 

it enhanced administration conveyance, better data transfer capacity, and system administration 

and enhanced security and protection. Accordingly, fog registering is the future major issue. 
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